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Malkin’s Bank PCDA Challenge

Malkin’s Bank PCDA Challenge
15th June 2013
Malkins Bank’s PCDA event was an
overwhelming success where even the
weather was kind.
European Tour Pro Andrew Coltart took part
in the event and helped to present the
powered wheelchair in the evening. Stoke
City FC Old Boys were also there and,
although Jimmy Greenhoff was unable to
play due to an ankle injury, he was present
for 3-4 hours of the event supporting and
socialising.
The disabled and Battleback golfers, including 21 year old Alasdair Berry (reigning Disabled
British Open Champion), were a huge success and highly inspirational.
The course was immaculate and there were some good scores but no run away scores, mainly
due to Captain’s choice of pin positions!
The winning Team was Advanced Training & Recruitment from Stoke, Andrew Coltart’s team
came second and Team IMAG from Congleton came third. Winning individual was Simon
Earles (39 points), second was Andy Mills (37 points) and third was club-member Alison
West (37 points). There was also a very credible score of 37 points from 11 year old Ben
Brookes playing off 24 and off the same white tees.
During the evening, a powered wheelchair was presented to 15 year old Dominic Morgan who
suffers from Duchene Muscular Dystrophy. The emotion around the room was clear to see.
The event was primarily to raise funds for The Peter Alliss Masters Golfing Society Charity
and a surprise letter from Peter Alliss was read out personally thanking the club for its
involvement with the charity.
Malkins Bank’s target at the start of the year was to fund one powered wheelchair. With hole
sponsorship, raffle, auction, donations and money raised from the chance to win a car as a
hole in one prizes (courtesy of Stuart Graham Honda, Crewe), funds raised from the event
currently stand at an amazing £6,600. For a club the size of Malkins Bank, that is a massive
achievement, of which the Captain, Ladies’ Captain and the club should be extremely proud.
The amount raised will not only fund the chair presented to Dominic, but will also fund
another powered wheelchair for a child who has already been nominated. Additional to this,
the club is well on its way to being able to fund a third powered wheelchair for someone else
later in the year.
Overall, this is an extremely rewarding result for all the hours of planning that went into the
event and our thanks go to everyone at Malkins Bank GC for their superb efforts.
Like Be the first of your friends to like this.
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Moving letter from a wonderful parent

Moving letter from a wonderful parent
May 2013
Owen Finn’s Mum pens a moving letter of
thanks from the family.
This is a perfect example of what this charity
means, not just to the child but to the whole
family.
Thank you Carol, John and family for taking
the time to write to us and share with
everyone what a huge difference can be
made.
Please click on the image to view it.
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Helsby GC’s 2013 events
Helsby Golf Club in Cheshire had
several events during 2013 to raise
funds for its Powered Wheelchair
Appeal (click link to view):
20 Jan: Helsby GC presents its 308th chair
13 Jun: Helsby GC’s 31st is another Classic
13 Jun: Helsby MEGA with Ricky Tomlinson
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CHINESE BANQUET 20th January 2013.

CHINESE BANQUET 20th January 2013.
Weather in
Chester - England

Members and friends of Helsby Golf Club Powered Wheelchair

17°C

Appeal enjoyed a super Chinese evening at the Fortune Palace in
Delamere.

A delicious banquet was complemented by stand up bingo,
a raffle and a fun quiz.

Mostly Sunny
Humidity is 50%
Wind is NNE 0 m/s
Visibility is N/A
Pressure is --

The highlight of the evening was the presentation of the
PWA’s 308th powered wheelchair, this time to Dominic
Antwis, aged 12, from Runcorn.
Despite being blind and with very limited abilities, Dominic
is a happy child and loves to listen to nursery rhymes and
being taken out in his chair.
He was recommended by Sandra, his teacher & carer at Russett School in Weaverham, who is also wife of Helsby GC
member Tony Insley.
With Dominic were his Mum Caroline, Dad Darren, sister Abbie, Nan Carol & Granddad Ken.
Also on the night, a cheque was presented for £3,000 by Frank Noel, MD of Moore Finance Ltd (Warrington) and the Moore
Foundation. The latter is a charity trust focussed on supporting children in need and other good causes. He
was accompanied by his wife Tracey. The funds were raised in a charity golf day jointly with RBS Warrington, represented
by Phil Evans.
Our thanks go out as always to our wonderful supporters, without whom many children and their families would struggle
given the lack of state support in relation to powered wheelchairs that make such a difference to their lives.
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31st WHEELCHAIR CLASSIC

31st WHEELCHAIR CLASSIC
Weather in
Chester - England

Thursday 13th June 2013

This year’s event was indeed another ‘Classic’. Although
the weather was not great, the turnout was brilliant and
some excellent results were recorded.

We welcomed a number of sporting celebrities amongst this
year’s participants including ex-Manchester United and
international footballers Frank Stapleton, Stuart Pearson
and Jeff Wealandsplus best-selling author David Wilson.

Following the golf competitions, presentations of powered wheelchairs were made to five wonderful young people followed
by prizes to the winning golfers.

The evening then followed with a charity auction hosted by the inimitable Mr Kieran McCabe.

Our sincere thanks go out to the day’s sponsor Jigsaw Law, toNatWest (Chester) and Electrod UK for their generous
donations and indeed to all our supporters and helpers.

The day raised well in excess of £15,000 all of which goes directly towards the purchase of more powered wheelchairs for
deserving children and their families.
You can see more details on the wheelchair presentations and the golf competition results below.

WHEELCHAIR PRESENTATIONS Powered wheelchair presentations to five wonderful young people.

31st CLASSIC RESULTS Results & photos of the day’s golf competitions & winners

17°C
Mostly Sunny
Humidity is 50%
Wind is NNE 0 m/s
Visibility is N/A
Pressure is --
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MEGA DAY – 7th August 2013

MEGA DAY – 7th August 2013
Weather in
Chester - England

These MEGA events just get better and better!

17°C

This year’s MEGA (Merseyside Entertainers Golfing Association) at Helsby Golf Club was
lead by the inimitable Ricky Tomlinson who provided great entertainment along with
fellow entertainers comedian Mick Miller, guitarist Garry Murphy, singer Joe Wall and
music duo The Chimes. The guys really gave us top class entertainment and our sincere
thanks go out to them all for their support.

Mostly Sunny
Humidity is 50%
Wind is NNE 0 m/s
Visibility is N/A
Pressure is --

Funds raised leading up to and during the event allowed us to make 2 more powered
wheelchair presentations – the club’s 315th & 316th since the crusade began.
The first presentation was to Jordan Duke aged 16 from Prenton on the Wirral. Jordan was at Woodchurch High School
until the end of last term where his favourite subjects were sport, maths and art. He does a lot of drawing at home and is
football mad, supporting Liverpool FC. He plays wheelchair football for Everton and has been approached by them and
offered an apprenticeship as a sports coordinator. This will involve learning how to be a coach for other disabled people.
Liverpool FC is also trying to get him on an FA training course and he enjoys going to their ground at Anfield to watch the
players training. The new chair will give him the freedom and independence to go out with friends who are not disabled.
The second presentation was to Connor Webb aged 11 from Widnes. He has been at Oakfield School but starts at
Chestnut Lodge in September. He likes all subjects but his favourites are sport and art. Connor plays wheelchair football for
Everton and Halton Hawks and has been doing a lot of other wheelchair sports with Mark Eccleston including mini
Olympics. Last year, Connor won Young Sportsman of the Year for Widnes which was presented at the Widnes Rugby
Ground. He is football mad and supports Liverpool FC.
The day also saw some great golf and everyone taking part commented on how much they enjoyed the course. The
competition results were as follows:1st: Brian Stott, Marcus Lightfoot, Neil Johnson & Bryan Kramer (MEGA)
2nd: Dave Harries, Paul Crombie, Neil Graham & Reg Bowden (MEGA)
3rd: Ian Oliver, Val Oliver, Phil Davies & Ian Robinson (MEGA)
Nearest the Pin: Richard Brown
Nearest the Line: Paul Staunton (MEGA)
Thanks to everyone who took part for your support.
Thanks also to Aqueduct Marina, Church Minshall for its support – click here for details.
Ricky Tomlinson

Garry Murphy

Mick Miller

Joe Wall
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Connor, Jordon & Friends

Connor & Jordon with families & friends

President Alan Lee with Connor & Jordon

Ladies Captain Jarmila Lee wiht Ricky Tomlinson

Golf Competition Winners
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